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Leadership & Strategy Lessons from Alexander the Great by business strategist Leandro P.
Martino is not only the quintessential guide to a quintessential leader, but also a necessary
exploration of the characteristics that made him so. Unmatched after more than two thousand
years, Alexander the Great remains an unsurpassed example of strength and leadership. Far
from becoming obsolete in modern times, most of Alexanders traits and behaviors have
become increasingly relevant to anyone in a leadership position, including politicians, military
officers and those in corporate business and non-profit organizations. Throughout this book,
Martino celebrates the warrior, the king, and the history of the commander who was
worshipped as a god during his own life, and shows how his leadership skills and strategies
apply to modern life. By providing specific, detailed examples from Alexander the Greats life
and military campaigns, the author shows how to identify and use the most effective sources of
power according to current leadership theories. This book is a must read for anyone who
aspires to excellence as a leader in their field or profession.
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One such individual was Alexander the Great; one of history's most leadership lessons which
remain applicable to business strategic innovation. Because of. Learn the leadership secrets
and lessons of Alexander the Great. His strategy can help improve your own leadership. The
Paperback of the Leadership and Strategy: Lessons from Alexander the Great by Leandro P.
Martino at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping. Leadership & strategy lessons from Alexander
the Great: traits, behaviors, and strategies of the only person who conquered and ruled the
known world. Conquer and lead: Leadership lessons from Alexander the Great willing and
ready to change strategy as the environment altered, not being.
of a leader here. We all are taught that Mission and Vision are important and basically
Alexander the great and his soldiers knew their mission.
Despite the best efforts of Darius III, Alexander became the great king of Persia at the age of
As a leader, he inspired tremendous loyalty in.
Even if your goal is conquer a larger sales territory or win more page views, the insights from
this military leader can prove inspirational. Included among the leadership lessons taught by
Alexander are a compelling vision, the role of strategic innovation, the creation of an
executive role constellation, the selected: Alexander the Great of Macedonia, who more than
any other.
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